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ABSTRACT

Recent studies indicate that the influence of midlatitude SST fronts extends through the marine atmo-

spheric boundary layer (MABL) into the free atmosphere, with implications for climate variability. To better

understand the mechanisms of this ocean-to-atmosphere influence, SST-induced MABL convergence is

explored here with the Weather Research and Forecasting mesoscale model in an idealized, dry, two-

dimensional configuration, for winds crossing from cold to warm SST and from warm to cold SST.

For strong cross-front winds, O(10m s21), changes in the turbulent mixing and MABL depth across the

SST front lead to MABL depth-integrated convergence in the cold-to-warm case and depth-integrated

divergence in the warm-to-cold case. The turbulent stress divergence term changes over a shorter length

scale than the pressure gradient and Coriolis terms, such that the MABL response directly above the SST

front is governed by nonrotating, internal boundary layer–like physics, which are consistent with the ver-

tical mixing mechanism. An important consequence is that the increment in the cross-front surface stress

diagnoses the vertical motion at the top of the MABL. These physics are at variance with some previously

proposed SST frontal MABL models in which pressure adjustments determine the MABL convergence.

The SST-induced MABL convergence results in vertical motion that excites a stationary internal gravity

wave in the free atmosphere, analogous to a mountain wave. For a 15m s21 cross-front wind, the gravity wave

forced by an SST increase of 38C over 200 km is comparable to that forced by an 80-m change in topography.

1. Introduction

The influence of SST fronts on surface winds, surface

wind stress, and the marine atmospheric boundary layer

(MABL) structure is now supported by in situ observa-

tions, global satellite scatterometer measurements, and

modeling studies (see reviews in, e.g., Xie 2004; Chelton

et al. 2004; Small et al. 2008; Chelton and Xie 2010). The

scatterometer measurements show that on spatial scales

of 50–500km, the surface wind stress magnitude and

surface wind speed increase over warm SST and decrease

over cool SST (Fig. 1). Likewise, the wind stress curl is

sensitive to the crosswind SST gradient and the wind

stress divergence is sensitive to the downwind SST gra-

dient (Chelton et al. 2004; O’Neill et al. 2003, 2005;

Chelton et al. 2007; Chelton and Xie 2010), as illustrated

in Fig. 1 for a uniform synoptic-scale wind blowing over

a meandering SST front: the wind stress curl is strong

where the surface winds are oriented in the alongfront

direction (red region) and the wind stress divergence is

strong where the surface winds are oriented in the cross-

front direction (blue region).

The two physical mechanisms typically cited for this

oceanic influence on theMABL are the ‘‘vertical mixing

mechanism’’ (Wallace et al. 1989; Hayes et al. 1989) and

the ‘‘pressure adjustment mechanism’’ (Lindzen and

Nigam 1987). According to the vertical mixing mecha-

nism, a destabilizing air–sea heat flux over warm SST

increases the turbulent mixing and deepens the MABL;

momentum is mixed downward from aloft, increasing the

surface wind speed and stress. According to the pressure

adjustment mechanism, the air–sea heat flux imprints the

underlying SST pattern in the MABL temperature, thus
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creating hydrostatic pressure gradients in the MABL;

these pressure gradients then act to accelerate the surface

winds. Surface winds and stress show sensitivity to both

the vertical mixing and pressure adjustment mechanisms

depending on the background wind speed, SST frontal

length scale, and latitude (Small et al. 2008).

Although the SST frontal influence on surface winds

and stress is established, it is not clear how an SST front

may affect the free atmosphere. Are the changes to the

atmosphere evident in the wind stress fields (Fig. 1)

confined to the MABL, or do they penetrate into the

free atmosphere? Through what mechanisms may an

SST front influence the free atmosphere?

The classical view is that the atmospheric boundary

layer interacts with the synoptic-scale circulation through

Ekman pumping and spindown (Charney and Eliassen

1949; Mahrt and Park 1976; Holton 2004; Beare 2007).

Boundary layer convergence forces vertical motion that

acts to ‘‘spin down’’ the synoptic-scale flow via vortex

stretching.However, theEkmanmodel proposed byFeliks

et al. (2004) for SST frontal zones acts to drive the large-

scale circulation in quasigeostrophic models (Feliks et al.

2004, 2007, 2011), a radical departure from the spindown

concept. Minobe et al. (2008) propose a similar MABL

model to Feliks et al. (2004) and argue that SST front–

induced MABL convergence is important for forcing the

deep atmosphere above the Gulf Stream. However,

Adamson et al. (2006) consider a developing midlatitude

cyclone in the absence of SST fronts and find that Ekman

pumping and spindown are not the primary mechanisms

whereby boundary layer friction modifies the cyclone.

Regardless of the mechanism, the large-scale atmo-

spheric circulation appears to be sensitive to the position

of the Kuroshio and Oyashio fronts (Qiu et al. 2007;

Frankignoul et al. 2011), while synoptic variability in the

North Atlantic is sensitive to shifts in the Gulf Stream

(Joyce et al. 2009). Many GCM studies have shown that

storm tracks are sensitive to the presence and location of

SST fronts (Nakamura et al. 2008; Nonaka et al. 2009;

Taguchi et al. 2009; Sampe et al. 2010; Brayshaw et al.

2008, 2011). Therefore it seems timely to explore in

more detail the MABL physics in the vicinity of an SST

front, and how any SST front–induced changes may in-

fluence the free atmosphere.

Following Song et al. (2006) and especially Spall

(2007, hereafter S07) we utilize a regional atmospheric

model in a two-dimensional configuration to study the

idealized problem of a vertically uniform geostrophic

wind aligned in the cross-front direction (blue region

in Fig. 1). The emphasis here is on the MABL depth-

integrated convergence, resultant vertical motion, sur-

face stress signal, and free atmosphere response. Section 2

discusses in more detail the SST frontal Ekman models

mentioned above. Section 3 describes our regional at-

mospheric model configuration. An overview of the

cold-to-warm and warm-to-cold cases is presented in

section 4; the mechanisms of MABL convergence are

considered in section 5; and the free atmosphere re-

sponse is presented in section 6. Section 7 closes with

a summary and discussion.

2. Models of MABL convergence for SST frontal
zones

An Ekman momentum balance is a three-way balance

among the Coriolis, pressure gradient, and stress di-

vergence terms:

f k̂3 u52
1

r0
$p1

1

r0

›t

›z
, (1)

where f is the Coriolis parameter, k̂ is the vertical unit

vector, u is the horizontal wind, r0 is a reference air

density, $ is the horizontal gradient operator, p is the

pressure, and t is the stress.

The Ekmanmodel proposed by Feliks et al. (2004) for

SST frontal zones is exactly Eq. (1), with the stress given

by t/r0 5 K›zu, where K is a constant eddy diffusivity

and a no-slip surface boundary condition is used; the

underlying SST pattern imprints a lateral temperature

gradient into the Ekman layer via the air–sea heat flux

(Lindzen and Nigam 1987), such that the pressure gra-

dient $p is baroclinic. Feliks et al. (2004) derive an

Ekman pumping velocity from Eq. (1) that contains two

terms: the first term acts to damp the large-scale vor-

ticity, as in traditional spindown (e.g., Holton 2004); the

second term is a function of the Laplacian of the SST

FIG. 1. Schematic of the surface wind stress (arrows) response to a

meandering SST front (thick black curve represents SST isotherms),

adapted from Chelton et al. (2004, their Fig. S6). Scatterometer

measurements indicate that surface wind stress magnitude and sur-

face wind speed increase over warm SST and decrease over cool SST.

Likewise, strong wind stress curl is found in regions with alongfront

surface winds (red area) and strong wind stress divergence is found in

regions with cross-front surface winds (blue area).
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field and acts to drive the quasigeostrophic circulation

aloft (Feliks et al. 2004, 2007, 2011).

Minobe et al. (2008) proposed a mixed-layer model of

MABL convergence for SST frontal zones:

f k̂3 u52
1

r0
$p2au , (2)

where a is a constant Rayleigh friction coefficient. The

MABL temperature is in equilibrium with SST. The hy-

drostatic pressure gradient $p therefore reflects the under-

lying SST gradient, although $p in Eq. (2) is barotropic, in

contrast to Feliks et al. (2004).

Manipulating the divergence and curl of Eq. (2) yields

a relation between the boundary layer wind conver-

gence and pressure Laplacian:

2

�
›u

›x
1

›y

›y

�
r05

�
a

a21 f 2

�
=2p . (3)

The mixed-layer model of Eqs. (2) and (3) is known as the

pressure adjustment mechanism because of its resem-

blance to theMABLmodel of Lindzen andNigam (1987).

Satellite observations and GCMs indicate a corre-

spondence between surface wind convergence and sea

level pressure (SLP) Laplacian in SST frontal zones,

consistent with Eq. (3); this correspondence is often

taken as implicit evidence for the mixed-layer physics of

Eq. (2) (Minobe et al. 2008, 2010; Bryan et al. 2010;

Kuwano-Yoshida et al. 2010; Shimada and Minobe

2011). However, we will show that the mixed-layer as-

sumption breaks down for strong cross-front winds, as

the surface wind convergence is the opposite sign of the

MABL depth-integrated convergence (section 5e).

The MABL models proposed by Feliks et al. (2004)

and Minobe et al. (2008) both represent an Ekman

momentum balance. The MABL convergence in both

models is determined by hydrostatic pressure adjust-

ments. However, in section 5 we show that for strong

cross-front winds, MABL convergence is primarily

a function of lateral heterogeneity in turbulent mixing.

3. Regional atmospheric model experiments

The atmospheric response to an idealized midlatitude

SST front is explored here with the nonhydrostatic

WeatherResearch andForecastingmodel (WRF), version

3.3.1 (Skamarock et al. 2008).WRF has been used to study

ocean-to-atmosphere influence over the Agulhas Return

Current (Song et al. 2009; O’Neill et al. 2010b) and the

Kuroshio (Xu et al. 2010, 2011; Tanimoto et al. 2011).

A two-dimensional (x–z) configuration is achieved

with the normal three-dimensional WRF codes by using

one row of grid points in the zonal (cross-front) direction

and a periodic boundary condition in the meridional

(alongfront) direction. A barotropic meridional pressure

gradient ›yf is imposed to balance a vertically uniform

geostrophic zonal wind U. Following S07, U is set to

615ms21 for the base cases (U5 15m s21 corresponds

to wind speeds of 8.5–11ms21 at the lowest model level;

Fig. 3), although a broader range of background wind

speeds is considered in sections 5c and 5f. The upwind and

downwind boundaries use a radiation condition in the

zonal direction, allowing gravity waves to propagate out

of the domain as described in Klemp and Lilly (1978) and

Klemp and Wilhelmson (1978).

The dimensions of themodel domain are 3600km in the

zonal direction and 20km in the vertical. The horizontal

resolution is 6km. There are 86 grid points in the vertical,

with 44 points concentrated in the bottom2km.An f-plane

geometry is used with f 5 1024 s21. The buoyancy fre-

quency is N5 0.01 s21 in the troposphere (corresponding

to a lapse rate of 6.8Kkm21) and N 5 0.021 s21 in the

stratosphere, with the tropopause at 12km. SST is fixed to

T(x)5 15:88C1
DT

2
tanh

�
x

LT

�
, (4)

with DT5 38C and LT 5 100 km, so that the SST front is

approximately 200 km wide and centered at x 5 0 km

(Fig. 2d, dashed line).

The primary focus of this study is the atmospheric

response for ‘‘strong’’ cross-front winds, which are de-

fined here as having anO(1) cross-front Rossby number

� 5 U/fL, where U is the cross-front component of the

MABL wind and L is the length scale of the SST front.

The base cases have strong cross-front winds because

U 5 O(10m s21) and L ’ 200 km, such that � 5 O(1).

TheNakanishi andNiino (2006) level 3 scheme is used

for subgrid-scale turbulent mixing. This Mellor and

Yamada (1982)-type scheme parameterizes turbulent ver-

tical fluxes of momentum and potential temperature as

huwi52KM

›U

›z
, (5)

huwi52KH

›Q

›z
, (6)

where lower-case variables (lhs) denote unresolved

turbulent quantities and upper-case variables (rhs) de-

note resolved quantities. The mixing coefficients KM,H

are a function of a master length scale and the turbulent

kinetic energy [see Nakanishi and Niino (2006) for de-

tails]. We refer to both t and t/r0 as the ‘‘stress,’’ where

t/r05 (tx, ty)/r0 (7)

52(huwi, hywi) . (8)

Hereafter, lower-case variables denote resolved model

quantities.
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Monin–Obukhov similarity theory is used to compute

surface fluxes of momentum and heat according to

Blackadar (1976) and Zhang and Anthes (1982); the

surface stress is given by

ts 5 r0CDajuajua , (9)

where ua is the wind at the lowest model level (za’ 6m)

and the drag coefficient is computed as

CDa5

"
k

ln(za/z0)2cm

#2
, (10)

FIG. 2. Snapshots of model fields at 24 h for the cold-to-warm case (U5 15m s21): (a) u (color; m s21);

(b) y (color; m s21); (c)w (mm s21; note nonlinear color scale); (d) magnitude of surface stress vector jtsj/r0 (solid
black), zonal surface stress tsx/r0 (blue), meridional surface stress tsy/r0 (green), and SST (dashed; right axis). In

(a)–(c), the potential temperature [white contours; contour interval (CI)5 0.58C] andMABL height (solid black

line) are also shown. In (c), the dashed line indicates the length scale 2pU/f . The abscissa is the same for each

plot.
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where k is the von K�arm�an constant, z0 is the roughness

length, and cm is a stability function (Blackadar 1976;

Zhang and Anthes 1982). Note that jtsj/r0 5 u2*, where

u
*
is the friction velocity.

Our dry configuration precludes clouds, precipitation,

and latent heating, which all contribute to the atmo-

spheric response to midlatitude SST fronts (Minobe

et al. 2008, 2010; Tokinaga et al. 2009; Chelton and Xie

2010; Kuwano-Yoshida et al. 2010; Czaja and Blunt

2011; Sasaki et al. 2012). Radiative fluxes are also ab-

sent. Other WRF options used here include implicit

vertical velocity damping in the upper 5 km to absorb

gravity waves (Klemp et al. 2008) and sixth-order hori-

zontal viscosity to control computational noise.

The initial condition is u5U, the geostrophic wind.

This study considers model fields at 24 h, at which time

theMABL structure is nearly steady; although theMABL

slowly deepens beyond 24h, the qualitative structure de-

scribed in sections 4–6 does not change.

4. Overview of lower atmosphere response to SST
front

a. Cold-to-warm case

Figure 2 shows themodel winds, potential temperature

u, and surface stress fields at 24h for the cold-to-warm

case (U 5 15ms21). Overall, the fields are very similar to

S07 (cf. his Fig. 2).

The top of the MABL (Figs. 2a–c, thick black line) is

defined here as the height where the turbulent momen-

tum flux [Eq. (5)] falls below 0.005m2 s22; this cutoff

value is 2%–4% of the turbulent momentum flux at the

surface, which ranges from 0.12 to 0.2m2 s22 (Fig. 4a).

The MABL depth is 470m in the equilibrium region

upwind of the SST front (SST pattern shown in Fig. 2d),

grows to 700m over the downwind edge of the SST front,

and continues increasing for hundreds of kilometers

downwind, before settling at 850m.

Within the MABL, u is well mixed in the downwind

region over warm SST, while u shows evidence of re-

stratification in the upwind region over cool SST (Figs.

2a–c, white contours). Across the domain, the stratifica-

tion is enhanced near the MABL top; directly above the

SST front, there is a temperature inversion of about 0.38C
across the MABL top. A lateral temperature gradient

within the MABL extends hundreds of kilometers

downwind of the SST front due to heat advection by the

strong winds.

The zonal wind u (Fig. 2a) is nearly geostrophic above

theMABL and slightly supergeostrophic near the top of

the MABL. Above the SST front (x 5 2100 km to x 5
100 km), the mid and upper MABL u decelerates, while

the near-surface u accelerates (Figs. 2a and 3a); the wind

shear is therefore reduced, before recovering somewhat

downwind. The surface wind divergence is positive in

the region of positive downwind SST gradient, consis-

tent with scatterometer measurements (Small et al.

2008; O’Neill et al. 2010a). Downwind of x5 150 km, the

upper MABL u recovers somewhat before the MABL

reaches equilibrium with the warmer SST.

The meridional wind y (Fig. 2b) is close to zero above

the MABL, consistent with the prescribed zonal geo-

strophic wind. Within the MABL, y develops upwind of

the SST front due to the influence of friction and rota-

tion. Near the MABL top, y increases over warm SST as

the MABL deepens. The surface y shows little change

across the SST front relative to the surface u (Fig. 3a);

the surface wind vector turns anticyclonically, consistent

with O’Neill et al. (2010a,b).

The vertical wind w field (Fig. 2c) can be divided

into several distinct regions. Directly above the SST

front (x 5 270 km to x 5 0 km), a region of descent

with amaximum amplitude of 1–2mm s21 is confined to

the lower half of the MABL. Stacked above this is

a region of ascent (x 5 2120 km to x 5 120 km), with

a maximum amplitude of 2–4mm s21 near the MABL

top. Extending downwind of the SST front are a region

of descent (x5 150 km to x5 700 km) with a maximum

amplitude of 1–2mm s21 near the MABL top and

a weaker region of ascent extending east of x5 700 km.

The focus of this study is the latter ascent–descent–

ascent signal that results fromMABL depth-integrated

convergence (section 5) and extends into the free at-

mosphere (section 6).

The surface stress magnitude jtsj/r0 increases by 58%

across the SST front (Fig. 2d, black line), greatly exceed-

ing the 9% increase in the drag coefficient (not shown).

Thus, from the standpoint of the surface boundary con-

dition [Eq. (9)], the increase in jtsj/r0 over warm SST is

primarily associated with an increase in the surface wind

speed (Fig. 3a), consistent with previous studies (Wai and

Stage 1989; Small et al. 2003, 2008; Chelton and Xie 2010;

S07). The increase in jtsj/r0 is due to the zonal component

tsx/r0, as the meridional component tsy/r0 shows little

change (x 5 2200km to x 5 200km in Fig. 2d); the sur-

face wind stress divergence ($ � ts) is thus positive in the

region of positive downwind SST gradient, consistent

with scatterometer measurements (O’Neill et al. 2003;

Chelton et al. 2004; O’Neill et al. 2005; Song et al. 2009;

Chelton and Xie 2010). We will show that this increase in

tsx/r0 across the SST front is dynamically linked to the w

signal at the top of the MABL (section 5a). Note that

tsx/r0 reaches a maximum between x 5 100km and x 5
400km before gradually decreasing to an equilibrium

value near x 5 1100km.
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Figure 4a shows vertical profiles of the turbulent

momentum flux [Eq. (5)] upwind of the SST front, near

the center of the SST front, and over the downwind edge

of the SST front. The downward turbulent momentum

flux intensifies as the MABL deepens over warm SST,

suggesting that the increase in surface stress across the

SST front (Fig. 2d) is related to the vertical mixing

mechanism (Wallace et al. 1989; Hayes et al. 1989). The

vertical mixing coefficient KM increases dramatically

over warm SST (Fig. 5a), where the air–sea heat flux

turns positive (Fig. 8c) and causes buoyant production of

turbulent kinetic energy (Nakanishi and Niino 2006).

b. Warm-to-cold case

Figure 6 shows the model fields at 24 h for the warm-

to-cold case (U 5215m s21). We again see a change in

theMABL depth across the SST front, from 850m in the

upwind region to 450m in the far downwind region.

Note that using a u criterion for the MABL depth

(rather than the turbulent momentum flux criterion)

would indicate a dramatic collapse of the MABL across

the SST frontal length scale, as a shallow stable internal

boundary layer forms over cool SST (white contours in

Figs. 6a–c), consistent with prior studies (Song et al.

2006; Skyllingstad et al. 2007, S07).

Again, the wind profile responds differently to the

SST front (x5 100 km to x52300 km) in the upper and

lower parts of the MABL. The mid and upper MABL

u accelerates over cool SST, then decelerates farther

downwind (x52300 km to x52900 km) where the air

has completely exited the MABL (Fig. 6a). A similar

pattern occurs in y (Fig. 6b), shifted downwind by

a quarter wavelength, suggesting an inertial oscillation

in a reference frame following the background wind

U (section 5d). The horizontal divergence associated

with this ‘‘inertial lee wave’’ (S07) results in a descent–

ascent–descent pattern from x5 100km to x521000km

at 500–1000-m height (Fig. 6c; section 5d).Meanwhile the

surface u decelerates over cool SST (Figs. 6a and 3b); that

is, the surface wind divergence associated with the neg-

ative downwind SST gradient is negative, consistent with

scatterometer measurements (Small et al. 2008; O’Neill

et al. 2010a). The surface wind vector turns cyclonically,

consistent with O’Neill et al. (2010a,b).

The surface stress magnitude jtsj/r0 decreases 34%

over cool SST (Fig. 6d, black line), again exceeding the

change that can be explained by the 8% decrease in the

drag coefficient (not shown). The change in jtsj/r0 is due
mostly to the zonal component tsx/r0 (Fig. 6d, blue

line); $ � ts , 0 in the region of negative downwind SST

gradient, consistent with scatterometer measurements

(O’Neill et al. 2003; Chelton et al. 2004; O’Neill et al.

2005; Song et al. 2009; Chelton and Xie 2010). The

change in tsx/r0 is again linked to the w signal above

the MABL (section 5b). Note that the magnitude of

tsx/r0 reaches a minimum near x 5 2100 km before

FIG. 3. Lowest model level (za ’ 6m) wind for the (a) cold-to-warm case (U5 15m s21) and

(b) warm-to-cold case (U5215m s21): zonal wind ua (thin solid), meridional wind ya (dashed),

and wind speed juaj (thick solid) [the negative wind speed is shown in (b)]. The SST pattern is

also shown (dashed–dotted; scale on right).
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recovering somewhat toward an equilibrium value near

x 5 21100 km.

Figure 4b shows vertical profiles of the turbulent

momentum flux [Eq. (5)] upwind of the SST front, near

the center of the SST front, and over the downwind

edge of the SST front. The downward turbulent mo-

mentum flux weakens as the MABL shrinks over cool

SST; Samelson et al. (2006, cf. their Fig. 5) show similar

results for a large-eddy simulation of the warm-to-cold

case. The stabilizing air–sea heat flux over cool SST

(Fig. 11c) reduces the turbulent kinetic energy and the

vertical mixing coefficient KM (Fig. 5b).

5. Mechanisms of boundary layer convergence

a. IBL-like region for cold-to-warm case

1) THE u BUDGET

The zonal (cross-front) momentum equation solved

by WRF consists of the following terms:

›tu5 2u›xu2w›zu|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
Adv

1 f y
Cor

2 r21›xp
PG

1 r21
0 ›ztx
TSD

.

(11)

The u tendency (lhs) is effectively zero for the quasi-

steady MABL structure considered here. The rhs is

comprised of advection (Adv), Coriolis (Cor), pressure

gradient (PG), and turbulent stress divergence (TSD)

terms; note that the meridional advection vanishes be-

cause ›yu 5 0 in our two-dimensional configuration.

A section of the Eq. (11) terms is shown in Fig. 7 for

the cold-to-warm case (U 5 15m s21). Note that a pos-

itive advection tendency is equivalent to u›xu , 0 and

indicates that the flow is decelerating. Upwind of the

SST front the TSD term acts as a drag on the wind and

balances the Coriolis term, consistent with an Ekman

momentum balance (S07; cf. his Fig. 9). From x 5
250 km to x 5 80 km, the advection and TSD terms

show large, opposing responses to the SST front: the

mid and upper MABL wind decelerates as the drag by

the TSD term is enhanced, and the reverse occurs in the

lower MABL, where the near-surface wind accelerates

as the drag by the TSD term diminishes. This reversal in

the vertical structure in the TSD term is consistent with

the vertical mixing mechanism (e.g., Skyllingstad et al.

2007; O’Neill et al. 2010b). Note that the magnitude of

the advection term is comparable to the magnitude of

the Coriolis term, indicating that � 5 O(1); the strong

FIG. 4. Turbulent vertical flux of horizontal momentum [Eq. (5)] for the (a) cold-to-warm case (U5 15m s21) and

(b) warm-to-cold case (U5215m s21). Vertical profiles are given upwind of the SST front, near the center of the

SST front, and over the downwind edge of the SST front. In (a) the longitudes are x 5 2300, 236, and 150 km,

respectively; in (b) the longitudes are x 5 300, 6, and 2150 km, respectively. Circles indicate model levels.
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influence of advection is to be expected directly above

the SST front, where the MABL has not yet reached

equilibrium with the warmer SST (Samelson et al.

2006; S07). The Coriolis and pressure gradient terms

show smaller changes that develop over a longer length

scale.

Figure 8 compares the u budget [Eq. (11)] at one

model level in the upper MABL to the surface (cf. Fig. 10

in S07). The upper MABL zonal wind (Fig. 8a) begins

to decelerate near x 5 250km because of the enhanced

drag by the TSD term. The Coriolis term grows over

a longer length scale as the meridional wind spins up,

and the wind is fully equilibrated to the warmer SST by

x 5 900km.

In contrast, the surface zonal wind (Fig. 8b) accel-

erates sharply as the drag by the TSD term vanishes

near x 5 250 km. [Note that although the turbulent

stress divergence vanishes, the surface stress increases

sharply (Fig. 2d, blue line), consistent with the turbu-

lent momentum flux profile in Fig. 4a.] The pressure

gradient term begins to increase near x 5 0 km, while

the TSD term recovers and exceeds its upwind value,

counteracting the pressure gradient term; the momen-

tum balance downwind of x 5 100 km is reminiscent of

the ‘‘pressure-drag’’ mechanism of Small et al. (2005),

also discussed in O’Neill et al. (2010b). The surface

wind is fully equilibrated to the warmer SST at x 5
1100 km. However, most of the increase in u occurs

before x 5 0 km (Fig. 3a), where the pressure gradient

term is negligible and the Coriolis term is nearly con-

stant (Fig. 8b).We conclude that the change in the TSD

term above the SST front (relative to the upwind re-

gion) effectively accelerates the surface zonal wind,

similar to some previous studies (Skyllingstad et al.

2007; O’Neill et al. 2010b). Note that this behavior is

consistent with the S07 description of the surface zonal

wind increasing via the unbalanced Coriolis force, or

‘‘Coriolis torque,’’ since the Coriolis term remains near

its upwind value as the drag by the TSD term vanishes

(Fig. 8b).

Figures 7 and 8 indicate that the upwind Ekman mo-

mentum balance is disrupted above the SST front by the

altered TSD term. From x 5 2100 km to x 5 0 km, the

perturbation momentum balance is

052u›xu2w›zu1 r21
0 ›zDtx . (12)

Equation (12) is obtained by subtracting the upwind

Ekman momentum balance, 05 f y1 r21
0 ›ztx, from

Eq. (11);Dtx is the SST-induced change in stress. Equation
(12) represents nonrotating, internal boundary layer

FIG. 5. Vertical mixing coefficient for momentumKM(z) (m
2 s21) for the (a) cold-to-warm case (U5 15m s21) and

(b) warm-to-cold case (U5215m s21). Vertical profiles are given at the same locations as in Fig. 4. Circles indicate

model levels.
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(IBL)-like physics (Garratt 1990), wherein advection

balances the TSD.

2) MABL DEPTH-INTEGRATED CONVERGENCE

To understand the MABL depth-integrated conver-

gence, it is helpful to consider the vertical integral of

Eq. (11) from the surface to h5 800m, which is above or

near the top of the MABL for the cold-to-warm case.

Moving the advection terms to the lhs,

ðh
0
dz(u›xu1w›zu)

Adv

5 f

ðh
0
dzy

Cor

2

ðh
0
dzr21›xp

PG

2r21
0 tsx .

(13)

The TSD term reduces to the surface stress on the rhs of

Eq. (13) because tx vanishes at z 5 h.

Figure 9a shows the terms in Eq. (13). Note that the

lhs of Eq. (13) is very close to the sum of the rhs terms

FIG. 6. As in Fig. 2, but for the warm-to-cold case (U5215m s21). In (d), the solid black line shows the negative

magnitude of the surface stress, 2jtsj/r0.
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(cf. Adv and Rhs in Fig. 9a), indicating that the MABL

structure is nearly steady. The surface stress acts as

a drag on the depth-integrated wind and balances the

Coriolis term in the equilibrium regions upwind and far

downwind (past x 5 1000 km) of the SST front, just as

the surface stress balances the cross-isobar transport in

a linear bottom Ekman layer (Svensson and Holtslag

2009). The advection term turns negative directly above

the SST front (Fig. 9a; x 5 2100 km to x 5 0 km), bal-

anced primarily by the enhanced surface stress; the

pressure gradient and Coriolis terms do not show large

changes until after x 5 0 km. Thus the MABL depth-

integrated wind is retarded from x 5 2100 km to x 5
0 km, due to the enhanced drag by the surface stress.

The advection term in Eq. (13) can be simplified in

two steps. The first step is to ignore the vertical advec-

tion since
��Ð h
0 dzw›zu

�� � ��Ð h
0 dz u›xu

�� (not shown). The
second step is to split u into its geostrophic and ageo-

strophic components: u5U1 u0. In the MABL depth

integral, advection by U dominates advection by u0 for
the strong cross-front winds considered here (not shown),

and the lhs ofEq. (13) can be approximated byU
Ð h
0 dz›xu

0.
Thus the depth-integrated advection term (Adv in Fig. 9)

corresponds very closely to the depth-integrated di-

vergence, and from x 5 2100 km to x 5 0 km Eq. (13)

may be approximated by

U

ðh
0
dz›xu

0 52r21
0 Dtsx . (14)

Equation (14) is obtained by subtracting the upwind,

Ekman-like balance, 05 f
Ð
dz y2 r21

0 tsx, from Eq. (13);

the surface stress increment Dtsx is relative to the upwind

value. Equation (14) corresponds to a MABL depth in-

tegral of the IBL-like momentum equation [Eq. (12)].

Substituting the continuity equation into the lhs of

Eq. (14) yields

Uwh 5 r21
0 Dtsx , (15)

where wh is the vertical velocity at z 5 h. The surface

stress increment Dtsx therefore diagnoses wh; this

FIG. 7. Sections of zonal momentum budget terms (31024m s22; note nonlinear color scale) in Eq. (11) for the

cold-to-warm case (U5 15m s21): (a) advection; (b) Coriolis force; (c) turbulent stress divergence; and (d) pressure

gradient. The thick black linemarks the top of theMABL, the thin black lines are u contours (CI5 0.5m s21), and the

white lines are u contours (CI 5 0.58C). SST is shown in the bottom panels.
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important relation is a consequence of the IBL-like

physics [Eq. (12)] that prevail directly above the SST

front.At x5 0km, r21
0 Dtsx 5 0.057m2 s22 (Fig. 9a, dashed

line), so that the vertical velocity diagnosed from Eq. (15)

is r21
0 Dtsx/U 5 3.8mms21, consistent with the 3–4mms21

ascent above the MABL (Fig. 2c).

Although the simple IBL-like physics [Eqs. (14) and

(15)] do not hold past x5 0 km, the lhs of Eq. (13) is well

approximated by Uwh for the whole domain; that is, Fig.

9a identifies the direct contributions to wh of all three

terms on the rhs of Eq. (13). From x5 0 km to x5 100 km

the increase in the pressure gradient and Coriolis con-

tributions reverse the sign of wh (Fig. 9a). Note that the

pressure gradient contribution changes sign near x 5
0 km. The reason for this is clear in Fig. 7d: the convective

deepening of theMABL causes a reversal of the pressure

gradient in the upper MABL (Hashizume et al. 2002;

Small et al. 2005, 2008; Song et al. 2006).Downwind of the

SST front, the pressure gradient term turns positive but is

counteracted by the enhanced drag by the surface stress,

reminiscent of theMABLdepth-integrated pressure drag

of O’Neill et al. (2010b). The pressure gradient term re-

mains positive to x 5 1100km.

3) INTERPRETATION OF VERTICAL MIXING

MECHANISM

TheMABL response is qualitatively very similar to S07

[who used the Coupled Ocean–Atmosphere Mesoscale

Prediction System (COAMPS) model rather thanWRF],

but we differ with S07 in our interpretation of the verti-

cal mixing mechanism’s role in the MABL response

(Wallace et al. 1989; Hayes et al. 1989). S07 downplayed

the vertical mixing mechanism and emphasized the re-

distribution of momentum between the meridional and

zonal winds via the Coriolis force. However, in our in-

terpretation the IBL-like physics described above, which

dominate the MABL response from x52100km to x5
0km, are consistent with the vertical mixing mechanism.

This view is supported by the following:

d A pattern of momentum loss by the mid and upper

MABLwind, andmomentum gain by the surface wind,

that reduces the wind shear (Fig. 7, black contours).

Momentum budgets indicate that changes in the tur-

bulent stress divergence term (relative to the upwind

region) are responsible for the altered wind profile.
d A sharp increase in the cross-front component of the

surface stress, indicating an enhanced turbulent mo-

mentum flux to the surface (Figs. 2d, 4a).
d An increase in the vertical mixing coefficient KM

(Fig. 5a) that is caused by the upward air–sea heat flux

over warm SST (Fig. 8).

The Coriolis term is present in the momentum bud-

gets but is largely static in the IBL-like region (Figs. 8

and 9). Although the surface wind response to the SST

front is consistent with the Coriolis torque described by

FIG. 8. Zonal momentum budget terms for the cold-to-warm case (U5 15m s21) at two

model levels: (a) upper MABL (z ’ 450m) and (b) surface (za ’ 6m). The budget terms are

labeled as in Eq. (11). (c) The surface sensible heat flux (Wm22; positive upward) and SST.
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S07, the Coriolis force alone cannot explain the increase

in surface wind speed across the SST front (Fig. 3a),

since the Coriolis force can only act to rotate the wind.

The increases in surface wind speed and jtsj over warm
SST are robust features of scatterometer measurements

[e.g., Fig. 4 in O’Neill et al. (2005) and Figs. 4–7 in

O’Neill et al. (2012)].

b. IBL-like region for warm-to-cold case

Asection of the u budget terms [Eq. (11)] for thewarm-

to-cold case (U5215ms21) is shown in Fig. 10 (cf. Fig. 7

in S07). Note that a positive advection tendency is

equivalent to u›xu , 0 and indicates that the flow is

accelerating, since the background wind is now east-

erly. Upwind of the SST front the TSD term acts as

a drag on the wind and balances the Coriolis term,

consistent with an Ekman momentum balance. From

x 5 100 km to x 5 2150 km, the advection and TSD

terms again show large, opposing responses to the SST

front. In this case, the mid and upper MABL wind ac-

celerates as the drag by the TSD term diminishes over

cool SST, while the reverse occurs near the surface. The

Coriolis and pressure gradient terms change over

a longer length scale.

Figure 11 compares the u budget at one model level in

the upper MABL to the surface (cf. Fig. 8 in S07). In the

upper MABL (Fig. 11a), the wind begins to accelerate

near x 5 150 km in response to the diminished drag by

the TSD term. The TSD term eventually goes to zero;

the Coriolis and advection terms oscillate downwind in

opposing fashion, consistent with the inertial lee wave

described by S07. The surface zonal wind (Fig. 11b)

begins decelerating near x 5 150 km in response to the

enhanced drag by the TSD term. [Note that although the

turbulent stress divergence is magnified, the surface

stress weakens (Fig. 6d, blue line), consistent with Fig. 4b.]

The response of the surface wind in this IBL-like region is

analogous to how, in the cold-to-warm case, the depth-

integrated wind is retarded because of the enhanced

drag by the surface stress (Fig. 9a). The pressure gra-

dient also acts to retard the surface zonal wind starting

near x5 0km, playing a greater role than in the cold-to-

warm case. The surface wind is equilibrated to the cooler

SST at about x 5 2700km.

The depth-integrated momentum budget for the warm-

to-cold case indicates that above the SST front (x5 150km

to x 5 0 km), the depth-integrated wind accelerates

because of the diminished drag by the surface stress

(Fig. 9b), consistent with the IBL-like physics discussed

above. Above the SST front the Coriolis term remains

close to its upwind value and changes downwind over a

longer length scale. Note that this behavior is analogous

to the surface wind response in the cold-to-warm case,

where the surface wind accelerates in response to the

diminished drag by the TSD term (Fig. 8b).

The surface stress tsx changes more gradually here

than in the cold-to-warm case, and the magnitude of

the convergence signal is smaller (cf. Figs. 9a,b). Sim-

ilar to the cold-to-warm case, the Coriolis and pres-

sure gradient contributions cause a reversal of wh near

x 5 2170 km.

c. Diagnosing vertical motion from Eq. (15)

We test Eq. (15) for a suite of cases, with U varying

from 230 to 30m s21. For each case, the maximum wh

above the SST front is compared with the vertical ve-

locity estimate r21
0 Dtsx/U based on Eq. (15) (Fig. 12).

The estimates are very good for the cold-to-warm cases

(U. 0): within 10% of wh for U. 6 m s21, reproducing

the roughly linear increase with U. Note that wh is inver-

sely related to U based on Eq. (15), so the linear rela-

tionship in Fig. 12 implies thatDtsx increases quadratically

FIG. 9. Depth integral of u budget [Eq. (13)] from surface to h5
800m for the (a) cold-to-warm case (U5 15m s21) and (b) warm-

to-cold case (U5215m s21). Here ‘‘Rhs’’ is the sum of the rhs

terms in Eq. (13).
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with U, consistent with the quadratic relationship found

for the coupling coefficient in S07 (see his Fig. 6).

For the warm-to-cold cases (U, 0), Eq. (15) system-

atically overestimates the amplitude of wh, although the

estimates are generally better for larger wind speeds

(Fig. 12). The warm-to-cold estimates of wh are poor

because the changes in the TSD term and tsx/r0 are not

as sharp compared to the cold-to-warm cases (Figs. 7–11),

so the pressure gradient and Coriolis terms play relatively

larger roles in the depth-integrated momentum budget

(Fig. 9), and the IBL physics approximation underlying

Eq. (15) is not as accurate.

d. Downwind region and inertial oscillations

Sign reversals in wh continue downwind of the SST

front in both cases, with a wavelength of approximately

2pU/f (length scale marked in Figs. 2c and 6c). This

downwind wh signal results from inertial oscillations in

a reference frame moving with the background wind

speed U, described as an ‘‘inertial lee wave’’ for the

warm-to-cold case by S07. Note that the downwind wh

signal is weaker for the cold-to-warm case (cf. Figs. 2c

and 6c), presumably because the inertial oscillations

occur within the MABL and are therefore more quickly

damped than in the warm-to-cold case.

e. SLP adjustment mechanism

The importance of the advection terms in the MABL

response to the SST front would seem to preclude the

Ekman-typemodels ofMABL convergence discussed in

section 2, but we nonetheless check for the pressure

adjustment mechanism [Eqs. (2) and (3)]. The SLP

Laplacian =2ps, surface wind convergence da 5 2›xua,

depth-averaged wind convergence d52h21
Ð h
0 dz›xu

(with h 5 800m), and SST are shown for the cold-to-

warm case (Fig. 13a) and warm-to-cold case (Fig. 13b).

The =2ps signal is of the same sign as da above the SST

front (x 5 2100 km to x 5 100 km), consistent with

Eq. (3), as is often found in satellite observations and

GCMs (Minobe et al. 2008, 2010; Kuwano-Yoshida et al.

2010; Bryan et al. 2010; Shimada and Minobe 2011).

However, da and d have the opposite sign [confounding

the mixed-layer assumption of Eqs. (2) and (3)], so that

Eq. (3) predicts the wrong sign of the depth-integrated

FIG. 10. As in Fig. 7, but for the warm-to-cold case (U5215m s21). Note nonlinear color scale. The grid-scale (in

the vertical) numerical instabilities visible in (a) tend to appear near the top of the shallow internal boundary layer

and are advected downwind.
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convergence. The failure of Eqs. (2) and (3) is not sur-

prising, because we have already seen that for the strong

cross-front winds considered here, MABL convergence is

primarily a function of the lateral heterogeneity in turbu-

lent mixing, or IBL-like physics (Fig. 9), rather than pres-

sure adjustments. Satellite observations also indicate that

the pressure adjustment mechanism weakens when cross-

front winds are strong (Shimada and Minobe 2011).

f. MABL adjustment to Ekman balance

We have considered the MABL adjustment to the

SST front in terms of the momentum balance but it

is also useful to consider the relative vorticity. For a

MABL that approximates an Ekman momentum bal-

ance, the relative vorticity is given by the horizontal

divergence of Eq. (1),

z5
=2p

r0 f|ffl{zffl}
z
G

2
1

r0 f

›

›z
($ � t)|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

z
F

, (16)

such that z has a geostrophic component (zG) related to

the Laplacian of the pressure and a frictional component

(zF) related to the horizontal divergence of the stress.

We have computed depth averages of the terms in

Eq. (16) from the surface to a fixed level above theMABL

for three cold-to-warm cases of different background

wind speeds. For the base casewithU 5 15ms21 (Fig. 14a),

z does not resemble zG 1 zF at all, as zG 1 zF is far too

large from x 5 2100 km to x 5 0 km and is the wrong

sign from x5 0 km to x5 150km. This is consistent with

analyses that indicate the MABL does not approximate

an Ekman momentum balance for theU 5 15ms21 case

(section 5a). For U 5 6ms21 (Fig. 14b), z does more

closely resemble zG 1 zF , although substantial differ-

ences remain, especially above the SST front (x 5
2100km to x 5 100km). For U 5 2ms21 (Fig. 14c), z

approximates zG 1 zF very well, suggesting the MABL

has adjusted to an Ekman momentum balance for this

weak-wind case. Note that zG and zF nearly cancel

above the SST front (x52100km to x5 100km),while z

approximates zG downwind of x5 100km, hinting at the

importance of the pressure adjustment mechanism

(Lindzen andNigam 1987;Minobe et al. 2008). Themean

advection is still strong enough to displace the pressure

signal (zG) about 100km downwind of the SST front. The

progressive weakening of zG with U is apparently due

to the weaker surface heat fluxes at low wind speeds

(not shown).

Figure 14a shows that the MABL depth-averaged

relative vorticity for strong cross-front winds, � 5 O(1),

does not satisfy Eq. (16), just as the momentum budget

does not satisfy an Ekman momentum balance (see

sections 5a and 5b). The concept of an Ekman layer

requires an Ekman momentum balance [Eq. (1)] to first

order in � (Mahrt 1975; Beare and Cullen 2012), so the

MABL convergence discussed in sections 5a–d should

not be interpreted as Ekman pumping. However, for

FIG. 11. As in Fig. 8, but for the warm-to-cold case (U5215m s21).
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weak cross-front winds (� � 1), air parcels apparently

cross the SST front slowly enough for the MABL to

adjust to an Ekman momentum balance (Fig. 14c).

6. Free atmosphere response to SST front

The base cold-to-warm case’s w(x, z) field for the full

20-km depth of the model (Fig. 15a) shows the charac-

teristic pattern of a stationary internal gravity wave, with

w oscillating in the vertical and phase lines tilting up-

wind. In this section we use basic mountain wave theory

(see appendix) to show that the atmosphere has a similar

response to a change in topography.

The type of stationary wave response to an idealized,

vertically uniform wind U blowing over a change in to-

pography with wavenumber k is determined by the ‘‘in-

trinsic frequency’’ ~v5Uk (Durran 1990). We use U5
15m s21 and k5 (100 km)21, corresponding to the length

scale of the SST front. Thus ~v; f , corresponding to a

hydrostatic rotating gravitywave, which satisfies Eq. (A7)

(Gill 1982, section 8.8). [The downwind inertial lee wave

discussed in section 5d has an intrinsic frequency very

close toUk5 f , which produces a singularity in Eq. (A10);

therefore, we ignore the free atmosphere response to the

downwind inertial lee wave and focus on the contribu-

tion of the IBL-like region directly above the SST front.]

The wave solution w(x, z) to Eq. (A7) can be found

via Eq. (A11) if the lower boundary condition w(x, 0) is

specified. The linearized lower boundary condition for

mountain waves is w(x, 0)5U›xh, where h(x) is the

topography (there is no boundary layer in the mountain

wave problem considered here); for comparison to the

SST front, we consider

h(x)5
hm
2

tanh

�
x

LT

�
, (17)

where hm 5 80m is the change in elevation [cf. Eq. (4)],

such that the maximum topographic slope is ›xh 5 4 3
1024. The Fourier transform of the lower boundary

condition is

ŵ(k, 0)5Uikĥ , (18)

where ĥ(k) is the Fourier transform of Eq. (17)

(Bracewell 2000):

ĥ(k)52
ihmLT

2
csch

�
pkLT

2

�
. (19)

Equations (18) and (19) are substituted into Eq. (A11),

which is evaluated numerically to produce the mountain

wave solution shown in Fig. 15b.

The waves in Figs. 15a and 15b have similar amplitude

and structure, indicating that an SST increase of 38C
over 200 km has a similar effect to an 80-m change in

topography. Note that the vertical scale of each wave is

reduced above 12 km, due to the increased stratification

above the tropopause; the vertical wavelength is of or-

der 2pU/N [Eq. (A10)], or 9.4 km in the troposphere

and 4.5 km in the stratosphere for our configuration.

The gravity wave response for the warm-to-cold case is

similar but phase lines tilt eastward with height since

U, 0 (not shown).

Although 80m is a modest change in topography,

larger-amplitude gravity waves are expected over west-

ern boundary current regions, where SST gradients can

be much stronger than that used here. A more realistic

mean wind profile could induce wave breaking that in

turn would influence the mean wind through gravity

wave drag (Durran 1990; Kim et al. 2003).

Observational evidence for SST-forced gravity waves

is lacking, but other modeling studies have shown a

gravity wave response similar to Fig. 15. Song et al. (2008)

FIG. 12. Shown are wh (circles) and the vertical velocity estimate

r21
0 Dtsx/U based on Eq. (15) (stars); U. 0 for the cold-to-warm

cases and U, 0 for the warm-to-cold cases. The region around

U5 0 is shaded to indicate that nonrotating, IBL-like physics are

not valid for weak cross-front winds.
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recognize a gravity wave forced by an SST ‘‘bump’’ in

two-dimensional WRF experiments similar to ours.

They estimate a 38C change in SST has an effect com-

parable to a 200-m hill, which is 2.5 times our estimate of

80m; this discrepancy could be due to the choice of

turbulent mixing scheme or the length scale of the SST

front (i.e., the SST gradient). Song et al. (2006, their

Figs. 4 and 5) showMABL structure and vertical motion

similar to ours using a realistic configuration over the

Gulf Stream with the Fifth-Generation Pennsylvania

State University–National Center for Atmospheric Re-

search Mesoscale Model (MM5), but they interpret the

vertical motion as a ‘‘system of up and downdrafts’’

rather than a gravity wave. Feliks et al. (2010) find

a standing wave pattern1 in their simulation of the cold-

to-warm case, but they focus on a thermally direct cell

with ascending air over warm SST and descending air

over cool SST (Wai and Stage 1989), similar to a sea breeze;

note that we do not see this type of pressure-forced

‘‘secondary circulation’’ (section 5), consistent with Song

et al. (2006).

7. Summary and discussion

The atmospheric response to SST fronts is explored

here with the WRF regional atmospheric model in an

idealized, two-dimensional configuration similar to S07.

The primary focus is on cases with strong cross-front

background winds, O(10m s21), such that the cross-

front Rossby number � 5 O(1). Advection strongly

influences the MABL for these cases, as found in

previous studies (Small et al. 2005, 2008; Song et al. 2006;

Skyllingstad et al. 2007; O’Neill et al. 2010b, S07). In

both the cold-to-warmandwarm-to-cold cases, theMABL

response directly above the SST front is distinguished by

a perturbation momentum balance between advection

and turbulent stress divergence [see sections 5a(1) and

5b]. These nonrotating, IBL-like physics (Garratt 1990)

are closely related to the vertical mixing mechanism

(Wallace et al. 1989; Hayes et al. 1989); this is our only

major disagreement with S07 [section 5a(3)], who argues

instead for the importance of the Coriolis terms in re-

distributing momentum between the zonal and meridi-

onal winds.

In the cold-to-warm case, the MABL depth-integrated

wind is retarded due to the enhanced drag by the sur-

face stress ($ � ts . 0), resulting in net convergence

and ascent at the top of the MABL (Fig. 9a); in the

warm-to-cold case, the MABL depth-integrated wind

is effectively accelerated as the drag by the surface

stress is diminished ($ � ts , 0), resulting in net di-

vergence and descent at the top of the MABL (Fig. 9b).

Since the advection term corresponds closely to the

divergence for the strong cross-front winds considered

here, the change in the cross-front component of the

surface stress diagnoses the MABL depth-integrated

FIG. 13. Lowest model level wind convergence da, depth-averaged wind convergence d, SLP

Laplacian =2ps, and SST for the (a) cold-to-warm case (U5 15m s21) and (b) warm-to-cold

case (U5215m s21). Note that the vertical scale of the wind convergence (lhs) is several times

larger in (a).

1 The reduced vertical wavelength of the Feliks et al. (2010)

standing wave (1.5 km) relative to ours (9.4 km) is consistent with

their weaker cross-front background wind (3m s21).
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convergence and vertical velocity at the top of the

MABL2 [Eq. (15)].

For the strong cross-front winds considered here, the

MABL depth-integrated convergence above the SST

front is the opposite sign of the surface wind conver-

gence (Fig. 13), calling into question the mixed-layer

assumption that the MABL depth-integrated conver-

gence corresponds to the surface wind convergence

(Minobe et al. 2008, 2010; Joyce et al. 2009; Bryan et al.

2010; Kuwano-Yoshida et al. 2010; Shimada andMinobe

2011).

Following S07 and Small et al. (2008), it is helpful to

consider the disparate length scales of the MABL

response to the SST front: LM 5UD2
M/KM for the tur-

bulent stress divergence term, LP 5UD2
H /KH for the

pressure gradient term, and Li 5 U/f for the Coriolis

term. The existence of an IBL-like region directly above

the SST front indicates LM,LP,Li for the strong cross-

front winds considered here (Figs. 7, 8, 10, and 11). In

particular, the disparity betweenLM andLP is due to the

different depth scales for momentum and temperature

(DM � DH), since the vertical mixing coefficients KM,H

are comparable (not shown); the wind profile has sig-

nificant shear within the MABL, in contrast to the rela-

tively well-mixed temperature (S07). The clear separation

between LM and LP in our simulations has allowed us to

focus on the changes to the turbulent stress divergence

and surface stress. However, more realistic modeling

studies of both equatorial (Small et al. 2003, 2005) and

midlatitude (Song et al. 2006; O’Neill et al. 2010b) re-

gions have shown that the pressure gradient term can

be comparable to or even dominate the turbulent stress

FIG. 14. MABL depth-averaged relative vorticity z for the cold-to-warm cases with

(a)U5 15m s21, (b)U5 6m s21, and (c)U5 2m s21. The geostrophic (zG) and frictional (zF )

components are also shown [see Eq. (16)]. The depth averages are computed from the surface

to a fixed height above the MABL: 920, 670, and 390m, respectively. The length scale 2pU/f is

marked in each panel. Note that the ordinates of (b) and (c) use a different scale from (a). SST is

shown in (c) (right ordinate).

2 This is analogous to a linear bottom Ekman layer, where the

wind stress curl is a diagnostic measure of the depth-integrated

boundary layer convergence and Ekman pumping velocity (Beare

2007).
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divergence term in the surface momentum budget; the

generality of the IBL-like physics discussed in section 5

is therefore unclear.

The influence of advection on theMABLdynamics can

be characterized by �. For strong cross-front winds, �5O

(1), indicating that advection dominates the cross-front

momentum budget. When �5O(1), the MABL does not

approximate anEkmanmomentum balance [Eq. (1)] and

Ekman-type models of MABL convergence that have

been proposed for SST frontal zones (section 2) are not

appropriate: theMABL convergence discussed in section

5 is not Ekman pumping, but rather is a consequence of

the lateral heterogeneity in turbulent mixing.

Our results therefore appear to contradict Brachet

et al. (2012), who considered the atmospheric response

to the Gulf Stream in a GCM and found the 10-day

averaged fields to be consistent with the Feliks et al.

(2004) MABL model. This discrepancy may be due to

the different time scales involved; we consider the

MABL response to an SST front that occurs over a few

hours for strong cross-front winds, while Brachet et al.

(2012) and other studies (Minobe et al. 2008, 2010;

Bryan et al. 2010; Kuwano-Yoshida et al. 2010; Shimada

and Minobe 2011; Takatama et al. 2012) consider at-

mospheric fields averaged over longer times in realistic

GCMs and the real atmosphere. It is possible that the

Ekman-type models hold approximately for time-av-

eraged fields of the time-varying atmosphere, but

further research is necessary to fully resolve this dis-

crepancy.

For strong cross-front winds, the free atmosphere re-

sponds to the SST-forced vertical motion as a stationary

internal gravity wave, very much like a mountain wave

or lee wave. An analytical solution to the internal

gravity wave equation (Fig. 15) shows that an SST front

of 38C over 200 km excites a gravity wave comparable to

an 80-m change in topography. Following basic moun-

tain wave theory (Gill 1982; Durran 1990), the free at-

mosphere wave response is determined by the ‘‘intrinsic

frequency’’ ~v5Uk, where U is the cross-front wind

speed and k is the dominant horizontal wavenumber of

the SST front. For the strong cross-front winds consid-

ered here, ~v ; f , corresponding to the hydrostatic ro-

tating wave limit. Note that this is a fundamentally

different response from the Ekman pumping mecha-

nism of Feliks et al. (2004), as linear inertia–gravity

waves carry no potential vorticity (e.g., Lien and M€uller

1992) and therefore are not ‘‘felt’’ by the balanced,

synoptic-scale flow. The SST-forced gravity waves can

only influence the synoptic-scale flow through nonlinear

processes like wave breaking.

The patterns of boundary layer convergence and

vertical motion studied here are specific to cases of

strong cross-front winds (Fig. 1). For the alongfront

wind case, air parcels cross the SST front slowly (� � 1)

and the character of the MABL response changes: the

FIG. 15. Vertical motionw (colored contours; mms21) for the (a) cold-to-warmWRF simulation (as in Fig. 2c) and

(b) comparable mountain wave. TheMABL height is marked in (a) by the thick black line. Dashed lines indicate the

tropopause and arrows indicate the mean wind U5 15m s21.
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SST-induced pressure gradient is larger because the

MABL temperature adjusts to SST over a smaller cross-

frontal length scale (S07; Small et al. 2008), and theMABL

approximates an Ekman momentum balance (Fig. 14c).

Thus the MABL physics will more closely resemble

Ekman models in which the MABL temperature mir-

rors SST (Feliks et al. 2004; Minobe et al. 2008). In the

free atmosphere ~v � f (equivalent to � � 1), corre-

sponding to the quasigeostrophic or ‘‘spindown’’ limit

considered by Feliks et al. (2004); gravity waves are

absent and the response is evanescent, decaying in the

vertical over a Rossby height fL/N. The coupling co-

efficient for wind stress divergence and downwind SST

gradient is systematically larger than the coupling co-

efficient for wind stress curl and crosswind SST gradient,

although both coupling coefficients vary considerably

across SST frontal zones (Chelton et al. 2001, 2004;

Chelton and Xie 2010; O’Neill et al. 2003, 2005); we

hypothesize that the systematic difference between the

two coupling coefficients is due to the fundamentally

different MABL physics for cases of cross-front winds

and alongfront winds.
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APPENDIX

Mountain Waves

Following Durran (1990) the Boussinesq linearized

equations of motion are

U
›u

›x
2 f y1

›P

›x
5 0, (A1)

U
›y

›x
1 fu5 0, (A2)

U
›w

›x
1

›P

›z
5 b , (A3)

U
›b

›x
1N2w5 0, (A4)

›u

›x
1

›w

›z
5 0, (A5)

where the buoyancy b5 g(u2 u0)/us, P5 cpus(p 2 p0),

and N2 5 (g/us)du0 /dz. The Exner function pressure is

p5 ( p/ps)
R/cp . The basic-state pressure and potential

temperature are p0(z) and u0(z), while ps and us are

reference values.

Equations (A1)–(A5) combine to form one equation

for w:

U 2 ›
2

›x2

�
›2w

›x2
1
›2w

›z2

�
1N2›

2w

›x2
1 f 2

›2w

›z2
5 0. (A6)

In the hydrostatic approximation ›/›x � ›/›z and the

left term in the brackets of Eq. (A6) is neglected (Gill

1982, section 8.8), leaving�
U 2 ›

2

›x2
1 f 2

�
›2w

›z2
1N2›

2w

›x2
5 0. (A7)

If the one-dimensional Fourier transform of a func-

tion c(x, z) is defined as

ĉ(k, z)5
1

p

ð‘
2‘

dxc(x, z)e2ikx , (A8)

then the Fourier transform of Eq. (A7) yields

(2U 2k21 f 2)
›2ŵ

›z2
2 k2N2ŵ5 0. (A9)

Assuming a solution of the form ŵ(k, z)5 ŵ(k, 0)emz,

m5
ikNffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

U2k22 f 2
p , (A10)

which yields a vertically propagating wave for Uk. f

and an evanescent wave for Uk, f .

For an arbitrary lower boundary condition w(x, 0)

with Fourier representation ŵ(k, 0), the solution to

Eq. (A7) is obtained via the inverse Fourier transform:

w(x, z)

5Re

"ð‘
f /U

dk ŵ(k, 0) expfikNz(U 2k22 f 2)21/2geikx
#
.

(A11)
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